
“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.   10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 

myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 

It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 

as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—

I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 

All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 

idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 

them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     9,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     10,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men.     11,5 pt
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“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 7 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 7,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 8 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
them.” He lit a cigarette, and went on talking to the two young men. 8,5 pt

“Then you don’t see the wonder of this Greek visit. I haven’t been to Greece 
myself, and don’t mean to go, and I can’t imagine any of my friends going. 
It is altogether too big for our little lot. Don’t you think so? Italy is just about 
as much as we can manage. Italy is heroic, but Greece is god-like or devilish—
I am not sure which, and in either case absolutely out of our suburban focus. 
All right, Freddy—I am not being clever, upon my word I am not—I took the 
idea from another fellow; and give me those matches when you’ve done with 
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